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Secretary of the Cannissj.on >* DCM

Attn:. Docketing and Servi Branch 8RAtgy
"U.S. Nuclear Regulatory th = hsion ,
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Washington, DC 20555 '
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I am writing to ycu concerning the proposed clarification of the 's
emergency planning requirements for low power licensing at Seabrook
Station. I understand the need for public notification during hill power
operation, but I fail to see such a significance placed on the five

,

| percent license as would be placed on the full pcuer licerm .'

I I have read all the newspapers ard SW to the news ever since nry
! husbaM (SSgt, USAF) has been stationed here 1-1/2 years ago, and to be

frarJc, I am sick of it. All I hear is what the public opinion is aM how
| we are going to "glow" for the rest of our lives, etc, etc, if Seabrook
| Station goes on line. Being in the military, I understand-the big fear of

anythi g to do with "nuclear". But, tlwmilitary didn't let the
protestors and uneducatsd public stop them in the nuclear field. The word2

"nuclear" is a scary word that people who dcn't understand don't want to
understand. I guess being in the dark makes them feel safe, although
rather ridiculous when they are fighting a battle they don't understaM.
They automatically go in the defensive and they won't listen to reason
when the word "nuclear" is u w.il. They are afraid of the nuclear iMustry
because of the ugly myths abcut it frun years ago (eons ago in the
technical sense) and they dcn't. understand that a nuclear future can be a
safe future.

If you let uneducated people tell you how to db your job and make your
j decisions for you, then it is a sad day for our nuclear future, the future
| for New England aM America in general.
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/ Sincerely,
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Reg'ina C. Bich
53 Elm Avenue
PAFB, NH 03801-2906
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